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About This Game

According to Egyptian legend, Horus, son of the light, outwitted the evil God Set and imprisoned him in a secret tomb. Five
thousand years later, Lara Croft discovers the lost tomb and unwittingly unleashes the evil God Set, fulfilling the ancient

prophecy of his return to plunge mankind into darkness! In a race against time, Lara must use all her wit and skill to re-imprison
Set and save the world from Armageddon. Pursued at every turn by her arch-rival, the unscrupulous archaeologist Werner Von
Croy, Lara embarks on a journey of discovery across Egypt, where she must overcome the most ingenious puzzles and infernal
traps ever devised, and face terrifying evil from beyond the grave... With more twists and turns than an Egyptian labyrinth, this

is heart stopping action-adventure; a Tomb Raider that truly offers... The Last Revelation.
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I've played this game multiple times (the first time in 2000 on my PSX) so my view might be influenced by nostalgia..

A modern gamer might be discouraged by the controls and graphics, but that's something to be expected from a 20 years old
game. The game runs at stable 30 FPS (which somehow doesn't really feel like 30 FPS, it's buttery smooth - I can't really
explain it) at whatever resolution you want.

Egyptian setting was a great choice for the next TR game. Well crafted tombs and multi-levels create a unique atmosphere that I
somehow didn't feel in other TR games. The sense of isolation is overwhelming, especially during the tomb-exploring. This is
the main reason I didn't like the Cairo levels - feels too "urban" for a TR game, imo. Some of the tombs were pretty frustrating
too, The Lost Library was really confusing at first

The enemies are mostly laughable, except some "minibosses" that require different approach to get past them.
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